ABSTRACT: Objective: To determine the impact of check size and interstimulus interval (ISI) on neuromagnetic visual cortical responses. Methods: We recorded visual evoked fields to pattern-reversal stimulation with central occlusion in ten subjects. The ~100 ms magnetic activation (P100m) was analyzed by single dipole modeling. Results: With 1 s ISI, P100m strengths increased as check size increased from 15 ' up to 120 ' of visual arc, and larger checks elicited less P100m activation. With 120 ' checks, we found no P100m attenuation as ISI decreased from 4 s to 0.16 s. P100m sources around the calcarine sulcus did not vary with check size or ISI. Conclusions: The magnitude of cortical activation during visual contrast processing is check size-dependent and the 120 ' checks are optimum for future studies on neuromagnetic visual cortical functions using central-occluded stimulation. The corresponding neuronal activation demonstrated a short refractory period less than 0.16 s. We also found significantly overlapping cortical representation areas for different check sizes or ISIs.
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The evoked cortical responses to pattern-reversal stimuli reflect functional processing of visual sensory inputs. 1 In demyelination diseases, visual pathways may be affected in an uneven manner, 2 with selective involvement in the spatial or temporal processing of visual information. 2, 3 Using various check sizes in recording visual evoked potentials (VEPs) may improve the detection of visual pathway dysfunctions, even in subclinical cases. 3 These phenomena could be partially explained by the parallel visual processing of magnocellular and parvocellular retinal ganglion cells and their spatiotemporal reactivities. 4 VEP studies in migraine 5 and Alzheimer's disease 6 also demonstrated visual processing deficits in specific spatiotemporal frequencies. Thus, a systematic investigation of the influence of checkerboard parameters on visual cortical responses is of neurophysiological and clinical importance.
The deflection peaking at ~100 ms (P100) is the most upon P100 amplitudes varied between different VEP recordings, partly because of varying methods. 3, 7 Comparing P100 responses between different studies would not be feasible, if the impacts of stimulus parameters (especially check size and interstimulus interval (ISI)) remained undetermined. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) measures the synchronized neuronal activation with excellent temporal and reasonable spatial resolution. 8 The source localization of visual evoked magnetic fields (VEFs) does not yield the paradoxical lateralization reported previously in VEP recordings. 9 In response to pattern-reversal stimuli, the triphasic wave complex in VEFs is similar to that in VEP recordings. 10 The magnetic 100 ms response (P100m) is the most consistent activity recorded by total or peripheral field stimulation. 11 Due to the radial orientation for occipital pole neurons, the responses to fovea stimulation can be better recorded by VEP than VEF recordings. In contrast, the peripheral half-field stimulation elicits tangentially oriented activation which is thus favorably detected by MEG. 11 In the present study, using a whole-head MEG, we aimed to explore the effect of check size and ISI on P100m responses to central-occluded checkerboard stimulation. It was hoped that our results would help to find the optimal experimental conditions for eliciting VEFs by peripheral field stimulation.
METHODS
Ten healthy right-handed volunteers (six women and four men; age 20-37 years) gave their informed consent and participated in the study. They had either normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity. This research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and the experimental protocol had a prior acceptance by the institutional review board of Taipei Veterans General Hospital.
Pattern reversal white and black checkerboard stimuli were generated using a personal computer (Acer Veriton). We delivered the visual stimuli using Presentation 0.52 NBS (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., CA, U.S.A.) and projected them onto a screen ~110 centimeters in front of the subject by an liquid crystal display (LCD) projector (Electrohome Electronics, 38-DMD001-EXP, Canada). The mean luminance of the screen checkerboard pattern was 20 cd/m 2 , while the contrast was maintained at 0.96. The time lag between trigger onset and stimulus presentation on the screen was 35.0 ± 0.6 ms (mean ± standard error of the mean); this delay was subtracted from the latencies of VEFs.
We asked the subject to gaze at a tiny red fixation point in the center of the screen and then covered the right eye with an eye bandage during the recording. The total field size of the left halffield was 15 o x 22 o (width x height, degrees of arc) in visual angle with a central occlusion of 2 o .
This study consisted of two separate experiments. In Experiment 1, we recorded VEFs to checkerboard patterns of varying check sizes (15 ' , 30 ' , 45 ' , 60 ' , 90 ' , 120 ' , 180 ' and 450 ' ) reversed at a rate of 1 s (ISI = 1 s). The size of checks eliciting maximal mean amplitude of P100m responses across subjects was defined as the optimal check size. In Experiment 2, we recorded VEFs to checkerboard stimuli of the optimum check size at various ISIs consisting of 0.16, 0.18, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 s. For each subject the order of stimulus presentation was randomized with respect to check size or ISI.
For VEF recordings, the subject sat comfortably in a magnetically shielded room with the head supported against the helmet-shaped bottom of a whole-scalp 306-channel neuromagnetometer (Vectorview™, Elekta Neuromag, Helsinki, Finland). The neuromagnetometer comprised 102 identical triple sensor elements, which consisted of two orthogonal planar gradiometers and one magnetometer coupled to three superconducting quantum interference devices. In this study, data analysis was based on signals of the 204 planar gradiometers.
The signals were bandpass filtered (0.1-130 Hz) and digitized at 500 Hz. One hundred responses were averaged for each stimulus condition, and each trial was repeated to ensure reproducibility. Epochs coinciding with signals exceeding 300 µV in the simultaneously recorded vertical electro-oculogram were automatically rejected from the analysis.
To identify the sources of the measured signals, we visually searched those channels with signal deflections clearly exceeding the prestimulus background level and selected the time windows of cortical responses for further analysis. The single equivalent current dipole (ECD) best describing the measured data was found by a least-squares search using the subsets of 32-36 channels around the maximal responses. Goodness-of-fit of the model was calculated and only ECDs explaining more than 80% of the field variance at selected periods of time over a subset of channels were used for further analysis.
The exact location of the head with respect to MEG sensors was found by measuring magnetic signals produced by currents led to four head indicator coils at known sites on the scalp. The coil locations with respect to anatomical landmarks on the head were determined with three-dimensional digitizer to allow further alignment of MEG and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) coordinate systems. MRIs of the subject's brain were acquired with a 3-T Bruker Medspec300 scanner or 1.5 T Siemens Magnetom Sonata system (Germany). Based on the spherical head model, the three-dimensional location and orientations of the ECDs calculated from source analysis were coregistered to MRIs of the subject's own brain. The positive x-, y-, and z-axes in our head-coordinate system go towards the right preauricular point, the nasion, and the head vertex, respectively.
The peak latencies, amplitudes, and locations of P100m sources were computed as the mean of the two repeated recordings. The effects of check size or ISI on ECD latencies, amplitudes, and locations were first assessed using an analysis of variance for repeated measures. Individual differences between means were further evaluated with Bonferroni multiplecomparison procedures. P value below 0.05 was considered significant. reversals. Most of these signals were triphasic wave complexes located in the right occipital region. The second wave component was the most robust, peaking consistently at ~100 ms (P100m). The first and the third deflection, nevertheless, could be clearly seen in only seven and eight subjects, respectively. The peak latencies across subjects were about 60-70 ms for the first deflection but more varied (126-181 ms) for the third one. Therefore, only the second wave component (P100m) was included for further analysis. Figure 2 illustrates the topographic distribution of cortical responses in Subject 2 to checkerboard stimuli presented to the left central-occluded half-field. Clear deflections were identified in the right posterior head region with peak latency at ~100 ms. With the spherical head assumption, the measured responses could be well explained by one-ECD modeling. Superimposed on the subject's own MRIs, the ECD was localized around the right calcarine fissure. Table 1 shows the ECD amplitudes, latencies, and locations of P100m responses to the checkerboard stimuli at 1s ISI with respect to various checks ranging from 15 ' to 450 ' . P100m responses to 120 ' checks showed the largest magnitudes and shortest latencies, whereas smaller or larger checks elicited responses with reduced strengths as well as prolonged latencies. Responses to 15 ' checks showed significantly longer latencies and smaller strengths than those elicited by larger checks (15 ' vs. 30 '~4 50 ' ; p = 0.005 ~0.007). The largest mean latency difference between responses to 15 ' and 120 ' checks was 22 ms. In addition, the ECD locations did not change with check size. Table 2 shows the ECD amplitudes, latencies, and locations of P100m responses to 120 ' checkerboard stimuli with respect to various ISIs ranging from 0.16 s to 4 s. The mean strengths elicited by short ISIs (0.16 or 0.18 s) seemed slightly larger than those by longer ISIs, but the difference was not significant. The mean latencies varied only slightly and nonsystematically with ISI changes. The maximal difference in dipole latencies was 5 ms (1 s vs. 4 s ISIs), clearly smaller than that (22 ms) contributed to check size variation (15 ' vs. 120 ' ). On top of that, the ECD locations did not change with ISIs. Figure 3 shows the ECD locations in Subject 2 with respect to various check sizes (left panel) and ISIs (right panel). Across subjects, we did not observe a systematic effect of check size or ISI on P100m localization. P100m ECDs to different checks or ISIs were distributed in a relatively confined region around or near the calcarine sulcus.
RESULTS

DISCUSSION
In the present study the left-half field patterns, with 2 o central occlusion, stimulated mainly parafoveal and peripheral retinal cells. We found that the optimum check size for tuning P100m activation was 120 ' , clearly larger than the 30 ' checks in earlier VEP recordings. Taking the retinotopic organization into Mean amplitudes (nAm), peak latencies (ms), and locations (x-, y-, z-coordinates; mm) consideration, large checks (low spatial frequency) preferentially activate peripheral retinal cells and anterior striate cortex, hence powerful for P100m elicitation. 11, 12 In contrast, small-element patterns (high spatial frequency) preferentially activate fovea retinal cells and posterior striate cortex (occipital pole), and thus are relatively suitable for eliciting P100 rather than P100m.
The VEF response to checkerboard pattern-reversal stimulation in our study is basically a triphasic wave complex with a large second deflection peaking at ~100 ms, compatible with the N75m-P100m-N145m complex demonstrated by earlier VEF studies. 11, 13, 14 Despite lack of simultaneous EEG recording, we putatively assume that P100m corresponds to P100 VEP response since it was consistently associated with one earlier ~70 ms and one later ~150 ms opposite deflection. Previous VEF studies using simultaneous EEG recording did not demonstrate significant latency differences between P100m and P100, suggesting similar cortical activation for both. 11, 13, 14 Notably, our mean latency of P100m to 30 ' checks (115.0 ms, see Table 1) approximates that (118.8 ms) to 28' checks in one previous VEF study 14 using similar recording conditions.
In our study, the P100m responses to small check size (15 ' ) were characteristic of relatively small amplitudes and delayed peak latencies, in line with earlier VEP 3, 15 and one recent MEG 13 study. Based on the assumption of parallel visual processing, 3, 16 retinal ganglion cells most sensitive to the high spatial frequency stimuli are mainly localized in fovea areas and are characterized by the relatively small receptive fields and small diameter axons. This assumption supported our observation that small checks were less powerful for P100m elicitation by peripheral stimulation. The preferential activation of ganglion cells with small axon and slow conduction may contribute to the latency prolongation.
The effect of checks > 120' on VEFs was rarely discussed. Nakamura and colleagues 13 reported a slightly longer latency and smaller amplitude of P100m by 180' than 90' checks. 13 In our study, P100m activation to 180' and 450' checks showed consecutive attenuation compared with that to 120 ' checks. We had two explanations for this finding. First, the sensitivity to pattern stimuli decreased when small numbers of pattern cycle was displayed. 17 Decrease in P100m activation to 180 ' and 450 ' checks probably reflected the scarce number of pattern cycles presented (five cycles for 180', two cycles for 450') in this study. Notably, the optimum 120 ' checks stimulation encompassed around six pattern cycles. This number was intriguingly in line with a color contrast study 18 which demonstrated attenuated visual evoked responses when less than six cycles of isoluminant red/green sinusoid gratings were displayed. An alternative explanation for the P100m attenuation by 180' and 450' checks is that the VEF responses to very large checks may not exclusively reflect contrast processing. The preferential activation of luminance channels at large checks might confound the contrastspecific responses, hence an attenuated VEF magnitude. An earlier study on pattern-reversal retinal potentials has shown that the retinal activation by large checks could be confounded by noncontrast specific responses. 19 Apart from P100 or P100m, check size also affects N75 responses. Several VEP studies showed decreased amplitude and latency of N75 when the check size increases. 7, 20, 21 Moreover, N75 or N75m, like P100 or P100m, is also affected by aging 22 and by contrast level. 14, 23 Taken together, further studies investigating the check size effect upon N75m in VEF response should be intriguing and may help elucidate the neurophysiological significance of N75m. In this paper, however, we did not include this issue, because the stimulus paradigm with a wide check size variation did not consistently elicit discernible N75m responses (see Figure 1) .
The ISI effect on P100m has been rarely studied. One previous VEP study reported a latency shortening of 4.8 ms as the ISI increased from 0.25 s to 1 s. 24 In contrast, our results showed no significant ISI-dependent change in P100m activation. Note the ISI less than 0. ECDs locations for various check sizes P100m) would be blurred, producing steady-state responses when the reversal rate becomes higher than 3.5 Hz (ISI ≤ 0.14 s). 25 The evoked cortical responses typically first increase monotonously with the increment of ISI and then reach a saturation level. 26 The reduced strengths at short ISI may be related to neuronal refractoriness. Our observation indicates a very short refractory period (<0.16 s) for primary visual cortex activation. The clear activation by short ISIs may be supported by the preferential responses of M retinal ganglion cells to stimuli with high temporal frequency and low spatial frequency. 4 One alternative explanation is the additional activation from dorsal stream which resulted from the movement sensations inevitably occurring in pattern reversals, especially when ISI is short. 27 This motion-like response and the averaging property of both the onset-and offset-response in pattern-reversal VEPs or VEFs probably explain why few researchers focused on the ISI effect using this stimulation mode. Despite the above, to clarify the systemic ISI effect in the present setting is important, since pattern-reversing remains a major stimulation mode in clinical practices. Further application of the pattern on/off stimulation, which has strength in avoidance of movement sensation and habituation 27 might help elucidate the visual neuromagnetic responses to ISI variation.
Contrary to the controversial localization of P100 generators in striate or extrastriate origins in VEP studies, 28 ,29 earlier 10,13 and our present MEG studies showed unitary localization of P100m around or near the calcarine fissure. Based on Novak's hypothesis, 3 visual stimulations with different spatial frequencies might elicit corresponding neuronal responses. However, using a whole-scalp MEG, we did not demonstrate a systematic change of source locations with check size variation. P100m sources did not differ significantly in location with ISI, either. We thus inferred that the representation areas for different spatial and ISI conditions might be considerably overlapping. Of note, applying single dipole model for source localization inevitably summated all the activated areas as "a center of gravity", even if these activations are isolated in localizations. Therefore, the localization around the calcarine fissure in this study might reflect the summated activation of the upper and lower parts of the anterior striate. However, the use of single dipole model, in comparison with time-varying multidipole model, is more straightforward and readily satisfies our study's purpose to elucidate the systemic effects of check size variation upon the visual cortical activation.
Although foveal stimulation is important for VEP recordings, MEG activity has a peripheral rather than central field prevalence. 11 Differential attention effects 30 and source distributions 11 have been reported between VEFs to peripheral and central field stimulations. Moreover, the different peripheral and foveal deficits can be observed in some pathological conditions. 2, 31 Thus, understanding of check size and ISI effects on neuromagnetic responses to peripheral field stimulation is important for further MEG studies on the visual cortical functions.
Check size has clear impacts upon the amplitudes and latencies of P100m responses, thus one should consider these parameters in studying neuromagnetic visual cortical responses to central-occluded pattern-reversal stimulation. The 120' checks offer the optimal spatial stimuli for eliciting maximum P100m activation. With ISIs between 0.16 and 4 s, one can obtain similar P100m responses to pattern stimuli in the centraloccluded visual field. Moreover, we found no systematic change in ECD location with reversal rate or check size.
